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Abstract—This paper shows the design of a fractal patch antenna,
which uses a unique fractal geometry known as Pythagoras tree
with co-planer waveguide (CPW) feeding. The antenna has been
designed for dual band operation at the WLAN/WiMAX (2.4 GHz)
and WiMAX (3.5 GHz) for ultra-wide bandwidth applications. The
antenna was simulated using CST Microwave Studio. The fabricated
antenna’s measurement results were found to be in good agreement
with the simulated ones.
1. INTRODUCTION
Antennas have been studied for about a hundred years and in use
for as long. Fractal shaped antennas are used today for multifrequency purposes which was not possible for traditional antennas. As
microstrip patch antennas are low profile, compact, low manufacturing
cost and easy integration on MMIC, they are most favorable among
all antenna designs.
Wireless applications at low frequencies are always a quite difficult
task for engineers as the wavelength of the antenna is in direct
proportion to its size. So, at low frequencies the antenna of smaller
size is always a preference. The main aspect needed in today’s
communication is the multiband behavior of the device as antenna,
etc. There are antennas which show dual band [1, 2] behavior by using
techniques such as slots [3], arrays [4], etc. The recent work done is
on the stacked patch antennas with U-slots and fractal defects [13]
along with the full ψ-shaped and half ψ-shaped microstrip patch
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antennas [5], but having more than two or three frequency band
operations is difficult by just using slots, so today a new technique
is used for such applications, i.e., the use of fractal geometries [6]
instead of normal rectangular or square patches. Today, fractal
geometries due to their space filling properties are widely used in
miniaturization along with other advantages as multiband operation,
impedance matching [7, 8, 14].
In this paper, a fractal patch antenna using Pythagoras tree
as the fractal geometry is presented for dual frequency ultra-wide
bandwidth operation. The existence of infinite fractal geometries and
their advantages opens the door to endless possibilities to accomplish
the task at hand. The use of fractals provides us with a bigger set
of parameters to control the antenna characteristics. The antenna
designed works on 2.4 GHz and 3.5 GHz WiMAX band, which is a
next generation internet access network [9, 10].
2. ANTENNA GEOMETRY AND CONFIGURATION
The antenna geometry, Pythagoras Tree, is a plane fractal constructed
from squares. It is named after Pythagoras, because each triple
of touching squares encloses a right triangle, in a configuration
traditionally used to depict the Pythagorean Theorem. The same
procedure is then applied recursively to the two smaller squares.
Figure 1 below shows the first three iterations in the construction
process. The dimension of the basic square is chosen from the
rectangular patch antenna for the 2.4 GHz operating frequency.
Figure 2 shows the antenna configuration. The patch with 50 Ω
CPW feeding as shown in Figure 2 is simulated. The antenna is
fabricated on the Netlec NH9338 (εr = 3.38) substrate with substrate
thickness t = 1.524 mm (60 mil) and loss tangent tan δ = 0.0025. Now,
the angle between one bigger and one smaller consecutive patch is
kept constant at 45◦ . So, the dimension of all the smaller patches

Figure 1. Pythagoras tree generation after first three iterations
(dimensions in mm).
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Figure 2. Simulated antenna design using CPW feeding.
depends on their immediate bigger neighbour patch. The size of
the bigger patch (2 ∗ pl) is 63.34 mm. The substrate dimension is
sd ∗ w sd = 106.5 mm ∗ 100 mm. The width of the CPW feed is
wf = 8 mm. The gap between CPW feed and ground plane is
gps = 0.32 mm while the gap between the ground plane and the patch
is gpd = 2.1 mm. The geometry shows multi-band and wide bandwidth
behaviour compared with the existing square patch of same dimensions.
3. RETURN LOSS AND PARAMETRIC STUDY
The antenna is simulated and fabricated for the above configuration.
The simulated and measured return losses are as shown in Figure 3
and Figure 4 respectively. The simulated antenna shows dual band
operation for two different wireless applications. The antenna operates
at 2.4 GHz WLAN/WiMAX and 3.5 GHz WiMAX. The bandwidth at
2.4 GHz is around 750 MHz, and at 3.5 GHz is around 1.342 GHz as
shown in Figure 3.
Figure 4 shows the measured return losses of the printed antenna.
The fabricated antenna results are found to be in good agreement with
the simulated ones. The parameters “wf ” and “gps” are calculated
using CPW 50 Ω matching line formulas as stated in [11]. The values
of “wf ” and “gps” are 8 mm and 0.32 mm respectively. Now the
parametric study of the rest of the antenna parameters is carried out,
and the parameters which are affecting the antenna characteristics are
patch length 2∗“pl”, distance between ground and patch “gpd” and
substrate dimension. The substrate dimension in this case is varied
in all the four directions. The dimension varied in left and right is
the same and represented as “w sd” as it is along the width of the
patch while the dimension containing the CPW feed is represented
as “sdf ”, and the dimension opposite to CPW feed is represented as
“sd”. The parameter “pl” controls the antennas operating frequencies
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Figure 3. The simulated return loss of the antenna.

Figure 4. The measured return loss of the antenna.
which make it the most important parameter of all. While “sd”, “sdf ”,
“w sd” control the return loss of the antenna at resonance frequencies.
Parameter “gpd” is the major influential parameter for deciding the
antenna return loss. Varying “gpd” results in lowering the return loss
on higher frequencies and vice-versa on lower frequencies, so a tradeoff
will be assessed in-order to achieve satisfactory performance at both
the antenna bands. The parametric variations of all the antennas are
shown in Figures 5–9.
Figures 10–11 show the surface current for the above antenna
design at 2.4 GHz and 3.5 GHz. The surface current lines at 2.4 GHz
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Figure 5. Effect of varying patch length (pl).

Figure 6. Effect of varying gap between CPW ground plane and patch
(gpd).
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Figure 7. Effect of varying substrate dimension opposite to CPW
Feed (sd).

Figure 8. Effect of varying substrate dimension along CPW feed
(sdf ).
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Figure 9. Effect of varying substrate dimension along patch width
(w sd).

Figure 10. Current distribution
at 2.4 Band.

Figure 11. Current distribution
at 3.5 GHz.

show that the major contribution for the generation of lower frequency
is the patch dimension after the 1st iteration, while surface current lines
at frequency 3.5 GHz show that the initiator has the major contribution
in the working of antenna at 3.5 GHz. So from current density it
is validated that the patch with larger electrical length has smaller
frequency, while the patch with smaller electrical length has larger
frequency of operation. The antenna is linearly polarized. As the
surface currents have almost the same value, there is cross polarization
for higher frequency as the surface current lines concentration is more
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at the edges which are contributing the higher frequency generation.
4. MEASURED RESULTS
The above designed antenna is now fabricated to validate the antenna
performance with the simulated antenna. The antenna is fabricated on
the Netlec NH9338 (εr = 3.38) substrate, and its frequency response
was measured on Vector Network Analyzer. Figure 12 shows the
fabricated design of the antenna, and Figures 3–4 show the simulated
and measured return losses of the antenna. The bandwidth of the
fabricated antenna is from 2.15–2.75 GHz for the lower band centered
at 2.35 GHz and 3.1–4.2875 GHz for the higher band centered at
3.54 GHz. The results obtained are in agreement with the simulated
ones.

Figure 12. Fabricated antenna using Netlec NH9338 as substrate.

Figure 13. E-plane radiation
pattern at 2.4 GHz.

Figure 14.
H-plane radiation
pattern at 2.4 GHz.
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Figure 15. E-plane radiation
pattern at 3.5 GHz.
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Figure 16. H-plane radiation
pattern at 3.5 GHz.

Figure 17. Gains at the 2.4 GHz and 3.5 GHz.
Figures 13–16 show the simulated and measured radiation
patterns for E and H-plane at 2.4 GHz and 3.5 GHz. The measured
radiation pattern is in good agreement with the simulated one
except the H-plane radiation pattern at 3.5 GHz, which is because
of measuring the low power levels (levels as low as noise levels) at the
antenna in the particular orientation. Gain v/s frequency is one of the
ways to assess the antenna performance as shown in Figure 17.
The maximum power levels at both the frequencies are not
in broadside direction. At frequency 2.4 GHz the maximum power
level is along the 45◦ with respect to the broadside direction
while at 3.5 GHz the maximum power level is along the broadside
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direction. Consequently, gain measurements are performed for the two
frequency bands in the directions of their respective maxima using
the substitution/gain-transfer technique with the help of a standard
horn antenna with calibrated gain. Figure 17 shows that the measured
gain is 1–2 dB less than the simulated gain, which is because of the
fabrication and measurement errors.
5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
A CPW fed Pythagoras tree antenna is simulated, analyzed and
fabricated. The antenna shows tremendous potential for wideband
applications as it covers WLAN 2.4 GHz band as well as 3.5 GHz
WiMAX band.
The fabricated design has 25.532% impedance
bandwidth in the 1st band and 33.545% impedance bandwidth
in the 2nd band with respect to center frequencies of 2.35 GHz
and 3.54 GHz respectively. The antenna achieves more than 20%
impedance bandwidth at both the frequency bands showing the ultrawide bandwidth characteristics at both the frequency bands, which
was not possible using normal rectangular patch geometry as discussed
by authors [12]. The use of fractal geometry (i.e., Pythagoras tree)
results in a multi-frequency and ultra-wide bandwidth operation of
the antenna without employing any further modification, such as
incorporation of U or L slots and stacking techniques which offer an
added advantage. However, a supplementary use of such modifications
will certainly help in antenna size reduction with a further improved
performance.
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